†a) , Student Member and Toshimitsu USHIO †b) , Member SUMMARY This paper analyzes automation surprises in humanmachine systems with time information. Automation surprises are phenomena such that the underlying machine's behavior diverges from user's intention and may lead to critical situations. Thus, designing humanmachine systems without automation surprises is one of fundamental issues to achieve reliable user interaction with the machines. In this paper, we focus on timed human-machine interaction and address their formal aspects. The presented framework is essentially an extension of untimed human-machine interaction and will cover the previously proposed methodologies. We employ timed automata as a model of human-machine systems with time information. Modeling the human-machine systems as timed automata enables one to deal with not only discrete behavior but also time constraints. Then, by introducing the concept of timed simulation of the machine model and the user model, conditions which guarantee the nonexistence of automation surprises are derived. Finally, we construct a composite model in which a machine model and a user model evolve concurrently and show that automation surprises can be detected by solving a reachability problem in the composite model.
Introduction
By introducing advanced automation, high accuracy, efficiency, and adaptability have been accelerated in large scale and high-tech systems such as nuclear power plants and modern aircrafts. On the other hand, when we consider a situation that a human operator supervises such enhanced systems, the complexity of interaction between the human and the machine causes many unpredictable problems. Especially, proliferation of modes is one of inherent factors of such problems, where modes mean the exclusive set of system configurations or qualitative behavior. Consequently, many mode-related problems have been reported in relation to ergonomics [1] - [3] .
In such human-machine systems, the user generally monitors and controls machine's behavior through a userinterface, which shows partial information of the current state of the machine. If a user misidentifies an actual mode of the machine due to the incomplete information, breakdowns may occurs in the human-machine interaction [1] . Such discrepancies between the underlying behavior of the machine and the user's intention is called automation sur- prises. In safety-critical systems such as modern aircrafts, automation surprises often lead to human errors which cause a serious accident. Automation surprises mainly result from the incompleteness of mode awareness between the machine and the user. Thus, the user-interface should be suitably designed so that the user can interact with the machine unambiguously and it is an important problem to verify the correctness of the human-machine interaction. Parasuraman et al. investigated human factors in human-machine interaction and proposed a framework which distinguishes types and levels of automation and evaluates human performance consequences [4] . This framework is described by a fourstage model of human-automation interaction to clarify the extent to which system functions should be automated.
As a more engineering-oriented approach, formal and systematic procedures for analyzing human-machine systems have been proposed [5] - [9] . In these studies, humanmachine systems are formally decomposed into the machine model, the user model, and the user-interface since human-machine systems are considered to be essentially represented by interaction between machine's behavior and user's action through the user-interface. For the components modeled by some formalism, then, model-based design and verification methods are applied to guarantee the correctness of human-machine interaction, that is, the nonexistence of automation surprises. For example, applicability of model checking to exploration of automation surprises is successfully demonstrated [10] . Degani and Heymann modeled both machine's behavior and user's action as discrete event systems and propose a formal approach for verifying human-machine systems [11] . They introduced a composite model which describes the concurrent behavior of a machine model and a user model and showed that detection of automation surprises is achieved by solving a reachability problem in the composite model. In [12] , they also addressed an algorithm for constructing an adequate userinterface by using a state reduction technique. Adachi et al. also proposed a design procedure of adequate humanmachine interaction [13] . They clarified that a bisimulation relation between the machine model and the user model characterizes the nonexistence of automation surprises. Oishi et al. introduced a concept of immediate observability in discrete event systems and apply it to reduction of a number of states in a user-interface [8] .
These studies employ discrete event system theory as mathematical foundation of human-machine systems, and therefore primarily focus on their logical aspects. In prac-tice, however, the underlying machine and user action are often combined with both physical dynamics and logical decisions. In this paper, we especially focus on interaction with time information. For instance, ATS (Automatic Train Stop) systems in railways require the train operator to apply the brake within 5 seconds and push an acknowledge button when the train exceeds the speed limit. Otherwise, ATS systems alarm the train operator and apply the brake automatically to avoid critical situations [14] . This kind of behavior cannot be formally analyzed by the existing methodologies of human-machine systems.
We extend Degani and Heymann's framework [11] , [12] by employing timed automata as machine and user models. Furthermore, as discussed in [13] , the existence of automation surprises is known to be strongly related to the state-equivalences (simulation and bisimulation) of the machine model and the user model. The relation between the existence of automation surprises and the simulation will be extended to the timed human-machine systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents a modeling formalism of human-machine interaction with time information. In our approach, the machine model and the user model are modeled by timed automata to emphasize time information in machine's behavior and user's operation. Section 3 introduces several types of automation surprises. These are characterized by the inconsistencies of states and clock constraints in timed automata. Then, timed simulation is used to represents formal properties of automation surprises. Section 4 describes a composite model of the machine model and the user model for verification of the automation surprises.
Human-Machine Systems
The main objective considered in this paper is whether a given human-machine interaction is adequate, that is, whether the user-interface enables the user to interact with the machine reliably so as not to cause any automation surprise. A mathematical model of a human-machine system is formally represented by composition of a machine model, a user-interface (e.g. information display), and a user model (e.g. a user manual) as shown in Fig. 1 . The user model considered here is a formal representation about user operation and not a so-called mental model. From the practical point of view, it is a difficult problem how to construct a user model [15] . In this paper, the user model means a formal model of user's knowledge about machine's behavior through a given user-interface. The user's knowledge is built based on a user manual or other training materials. Thus, we assume that the user can get an exact formal model about operation from such instructions.
A variety of useful modeling formalisms can be employed for describing machine and user models. In the previous studies, both models have been modeled by statetransition systems such as automata. Transition system based approaches for human-machine interaction are well understood and tractable to analyze since they have rigor- ous mathematical foundations. These approaches are basically considered for analyzing discrete and untimed behavior of the machine and the user. However, there are many cases where machine's behavior and/or user's operation are subject to real-valued clocks. We first give mathematical representations of such interaction in the following.
Machine Model
A machine model considered here describes qualitative behavior of machine states under time constraints. Although the machine always interacts with their environment and particularly with their users, we simply model its behavior as timed discrete event systems. In order to formulate such behavior, timed automata is one of a useful mathematical model. The machine model is described by the following timed automaton [16] , [17] :
where Q M is the state set (the set of modes), q M,0 ∈ Q M is the initial state, Σ M denotes the event set, X M is the set of clocks, and For the sake of clarity, we shall write
represents the invariant assigned to each state. While the current state is q M , clocks always must satisfy invariant I M (q M ). For a state q M , we define a set of edges labeled by σ as follows:
If out(q M , σ) = ∅, no transitions with input event σ is defined at state q M .
The semantics of a timed automaton is defined by a timed transition system. In the timed transition systems, two types of transitions between states can occur; an action transition and a delay transition. An action transition is triggered by an enabled edge and a delay transition is caused by the changes of clock values. To valuate the current value of each clock, a set of mapping 
Definition 1:
The semantics of a timed automaton G M is given by a timed transition system
is the set of labels, and the transition relation → M ⊂ S M × S M is defined as follows:
Throughout this paper, above notations will be also used for other timed automata and transition systems specified by subscripts. An example of machine model is shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 Example of a machine model.
User-Interface
The user-interface plays an intermediate role in humanmachine systems. In practice, the user-interface displays simplified and reduced representation of the underlying behavior of the machine and the user executes commands based on information provided by the user-interface. If a user-interface displays too much information, then the user's operation becomes more complex. Conversely, if the available information is insufficient, then the user can not capture machine's states correctly. Therefore, a major objective of design of adequate human-machine interaction is to assure that the user-interface and the associated user model are correct to carry out specified tasks without automation surprises. Formally, the user-interface associates various states of the machine with one display mode. For example, in the machine model of Fig. 2 , one possible user-interface may reduce states L1 and L2 to LOW, and H1 and H2 to HIGH. In this user-interface, the user knows whether the user-interface displays HIGH or LOW, and is not required to track every internal state change exactly. Thus, a state of the user-interface corresponds to a subset of machine's state set. In terms of a formal description, the abstraction of information by the user-interface is represented as a binary relation as follows:
where Q U is the set of states of the user-interface (display mode). Note that Q U will be used as a set of states in the user model since the user gives commands based on the display modes.
The user-interface also characterizes the events supervised by the user. When we consider interaction between a machine and a user, the user does not always access or observe all events in the machine. Generally, the user executes commands and observes the occurrence of events which is the subset of all events defined in the machine model. From the viewpoint of "controllability" and "observability" of the events for the user, the event set of the machine model is assumed to be partitioned into the following three subsets [18] ( Table 1) :
is the set of controllable and observable events, which corresponds to the commands given by the user. In other words, the occurrence of each event in Σ [1] , [3] . Thus, in the user model, such changes should be appropriately represented. This is an important factor for realizing reliable human-machine interaction and discussed later.
For the machine model of 
User Model
For the user, available information through a user-interface is both the display modes (simplification of states of the machine) and observable events which belong to Σ com M or Σ obs M . So, user's decision on given commands is based on display modes Q U and a user predicts the response after giving a command based on a transition defined in the user model. Moreover, since occurrences of unobservable events may cause silent changes of display modes, the user model must include such transitions, which can be described by ε-moves. Thus, the user model is described by the following timed automaton:
where Σ A simple user model is depicted in Fig. 3 . In this user model, a transition LOW up,y<2,y − −−−−− → HIGH means that if the current display mode is LOW, the user can execute a command "up" to change the display mode to HIGH as long as clock satisfies y < 2. Furthermore, this user model also indicates that internally-triggered observable event indi down causes an automatic transition from HIGH to LOW since a transition HIGH 
Formal Aspects of Automation Surprises

Classification of Automation Surprises
The discrepancies between the underlying machine's behavior and the user's intention causes automation surprises. Automation surprises arise when some state transition in the machine is not transmitted to the user correctly or the machine can not follow the user's command. When we formulate human-machine interaction as discrete event systems, undesirable situations can be translated into inconsistencies between states of the machine model and the user model. According to [11] , [12] , [19] , automation surprises are classified into three cases: a mode confusion (MC), a refusal state (RS), and a blocking state (BS). First we give the definitions of above three automation surprises in timed humanmachine systems. These situations are represented in terms of timed transition systems T M and T U . Here, we define a projection Π :
Mode Confusion [11] , [12] : For a state pair (
Blocking State [11] : For a state pair (
Refusal State [19] : For a state pair ( Mode confusion occurs when the updated display mode after giving a command differs from the user's prediction. A blocking state is a situation whereby the information is not adequately transmitted to the user when an uncontrollable (internal) event is triggered in the machine. A refusal state arises when some command is prohibited from occurring though the user adequately operates the machine according to the user model. These undesirable situations are characterized by the discrepancy of discrete behavior of both models. In addition to these automation surprises, modeling the machine model and the user model as timed automata generates the possibilities of other types of automation surprises concerned with misunderstanding of clocks. We will call them a timed blocking state (TBS) and a timed refusal state (TRS). 
Definition 2: For a state pair ((q
M , v M ), (q U , v U )) ∈ S M × S U such that (q M , q U ) ∈ I,M , v M ) d − → M (q M , v M + d) with v M + d ∈ ϕ σ uc M for some σ uc ∈ Σ obs M ∪ Σ int M , there exists a corresponding transition (q U , v U ) d − → U (q U , v U + d) such that v U + d ϕ Π(σ uc ) U .
Definition 3: For a state pair ((q
As shown Fig. 4 , in a timed blocking state, an incompatible situation may occur after some time elapsed, where the machine model can trigger an internal event whereas the user recognizes that the corresponding event never occurs at the time due to the guard condition in the user model. Similarly to timed blocking states, a timed refusal state may lead to a situation that when the user tries to give a command in adequate time, the corresponding event can not be triggered because of the time constraint in the machine model. Note that a timed blocking state and a timed refusal state can be regarded as a special case of a blocking state and a refusal state, respectively. In a blocking state and a refusal state, the user "always" fails to interact with the machine irrespective of the time of occurrences of events. On the other Fig. 4 Diagrams of TBS and TRS. hand, the interaction will break down only at an "inappropriate time interval" (i.e. discrepancies of clock valuation) in a blocking state and a refusal state. Thus, the user can successfully interact with the machine except the critical time intervals. These situations happens due to the introduction of time information and has not been considered within the conventional frameworks. In this paper, we collectively call above all inappropriate situations defined above automation surprises (AS).
Timed Simulation in Human-Machine Systems
In case of untimed human-machine interaction, automation surprises are caused only by inconsistencies of state transitions. In order to formally discuss equivalences of behavior, the simulation and bisimulation, which are important notions of state-based equivalence between two processes [20] , have been introduced to analysis of human-machine interaction [13] . In human-machine systems with time information, however, elapsed time also causes discrepancy between the machine and the user as well as the incompatible state transitions. For this aspect, a unified framework which is able to deal with both discrete and continuous consistency can be given by introducing timed simulation. Timed simulation is a suitable notion of simulation for a system with real-valued clocks [21] , [22] .
Definition 4:
Given timed transition systems of machine T M and user T U , a simulation relation of T M and T U with respect to Act ⊆ Act M is a binary relation R ⊆ S M × S U satisfying the following conditions:
If R is a simulation relation of T M and T U , we will say that T U simulates T M with respect to Act by R, as denoted by
Here, we define the following two binary relations over clocks V M and V U .
Furthermore, in order to show formal properties of the nonexistence of automation surprises, two binary relations over states of timed transition systems T M and T U are defined as follows: In the same way, the condition for nonexistence of mode confusion, refusal states, and timed refusal states can be derived. 
Composite Model of Timed Human-Machine Systems
In the previous section, we clarified formal aspects between automation surprises and timed simulation. Several algorithms for checking the timed simulation have been proposed [21] - [23] . Once the machine and the user model are given, the existence of automation surprises can be checked by these algorithms. Applying the algorithms, however, sometimes have the following disadvantages.
• The algorithms for checking the conditions of Propositions 1 and 2 have exponential complexity with respect to the number of clocks.
• We often need not to check the conditions since the resulting propositions are sufficient conditions, that is, the nonexistence of automation surprises does not always imply the timed simulations.
On the other hands, in order to verify the nonexistence of the automation surprises, constructing a composite model which describes concurrent behavior of the machine and the user will be an alternative approach. The composite model based approach is a useful techniques for verifying automation surprises and has been successfully developed in untimed human-machine systems [11] , [12] , [19] . Since we use a timed automaton as a mathematical model of the human-machine system, the composition rule for discrete event systems can be extended. The proposed composite model is given by the following timed automaton:
where AS is the set of states representing automation surprises, that is, AS = {MC (mode confusion), BS (blocking states), RS (refusal states), TRS (timed resusal states), TBS (timed blocking states)}. I C represents the invariant of the composite model and
For a state pair (q M , q U ) ∈ I, the transition relation of the composite model E C is given as follows: − −−−−−→ (TBS, 2.5, 2.5) will lead to a timed blocking state. In the state ((H1,HIGH), 2.5, 2.5), the internal event int down is allowed to occur in the machine model though † Reachability analysis of timed automata has exponetial complexity for computing as well as checking Proposition 1 and 2. However, some tools can solve the problem in very efficient way by developed algorithms and data structures. In this paper, we employ Uppaal [24] for searching reachable states in the composite model. the user recognizes that indi down is never triggered as long as 2 ≤ y.
Conclusions
We addressed analysis of human-machine systems with time information modeled by timed automata. First, we reviewed existing definitions of mode confusions, refusal states, and blocking states and introduced timed blocking states and timed refusal states in our framework. Next, sufficient conditions for nonexistence of undesirable situations were derived by using timed simulations. The obtained conditions give formal aspects of timed human-machine interaction and enable verification of automation surprises by checking timed simulations. Finally, we also proposed a composite model which can verify automation surprises by solving a reachability problem as an alternative approach.
While the property which assures the adequacy of human-machine interactions was shown, it remains an interesting problem to synthesize the user-interface and the associated user model by which the user complete specified tasks without automation surprises. This means how we concretely design the binary relation (equivalently the userinterface) R MU (R U M ) and the user model G U . In addition, we will investigate a methodology for analysis of more complex interactions, where the machine's behavior is described by hybrid systems. Extending the presented framework to such systems is also future work.
